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Topic and
Idea Generation
TopicSelection
Selection
In this section of the journal you will document the process of choosing your
project. You should document your ideas, how they changed, where you got
information, and suggested ideas
Use the next slide as a template for your journal entries

Date:

Topic:

9/27/21

Idea Generation

Summary of Research
Today I took a survey for topic selection on Science Buddies. I received many
ideas about coding with Arduino and coding to solve problems, like being
hacked. I also saw some bridge projects and a one health related. I also saw
one farming related one and two crime solving projects.

Scientific vocabulary:
●
●
●

Arduino is a coding software
Luminol is a chemical that can help identify if there was
blood that is unseen
SQL is a computer language for databases

References/ Links
-

Science Buddies
Arduino
Luminol
SQL

(All are hyperlinked)

Date:

9/28/21 and 9/29/21

Topic:

Broad and Narrow Topics and Mind
Map

Summary of Research
Today I made a mind map about some topics that I could do. I added some
experiments that I found interesting. I used Science Buddies to help me find
experiments and narrow my topic. I also learned about broad and narrow topics
and how to make sure that my experiment is narrow.
(Mind Map on next page)

Scientific vocabulary:
●
●
●

Kastle-Meyer Test is a test done at crime scenes to test if there is blood on
something within minutes
Paper chromatography is when chemicals are separated from a gas or a liquid
pH is a scale and measure of how acidic or basic something is

References/ Links
-

Luminol at the crime scene
The Kastle-Meyer Test
Luminol experiment on Science Buddies
Kastle-Meyer experiment on Science Buddies
Flower Pigment experiment on Science Buddies
pH in the Water from Pennies on Science Buddies
Paper Chromatography definition
pH definition

Date:

9/30/21

Topic:

Guidelines and Initial Project
Idea

Summary of Research
I looked through the guidelines for Science Fair and made sure that my project
idea followed the guidelines. After I wrote a two paragraphs answering the
questions for my Initial Project Idea.
This are my two paragraphs for my Initial Project Idea:
My project is physical science because it is testing the pH levels in copper off of pennies. I looked through the
guidelines for Science Fair and my project does follow the guidelines. I am testing the effect of pH levels in
copper. This is relevant to science because it is testing different pH levels from the copper off of pennies. I am
interested in this topic because I think that this information will help the copper pipes in homes become more safe
if they are dangerous.
The supplies for my topic that I will most likely need are pennies from different years, copper test tablets,
graduated cylinders, test tubes, water, white vinegar, skewers, plastic cups, permanent marker, timer, measuring
cup, strainer, paper towels, and a notebook. One thing that I plan on changing is the years that the pennies are
from, so that they have different oxide levels. I will be measuring the pH levels in the copper oxide levels. I will do
this by adding the copper test tablets into the water. A question I have from my teacher regarding my project
choice is how many years the pennies I use should be apart?

References/ Links
-

Link to Initial Project Idea document

Date:

10/4/21

Topic:

Annotated Bibliographies

Summary of Research
Today I learned how to write a annotated bibliography and started practicing.
First I did one with my class and then I did one on my own that related to my
topic. This is my annotated bibliography: World Health Organization. (2004).
Copper in Drinking-Water.
https://www.who.int/water_sanitation_health/dwq/chemicals/copper.pdf Water and
food are the two main ways that people get exposed to copper. If someone
consumes too much copper, it could become dangerous to their health. This is
important because people could very easily get sick if they are exposed to
copper. This can be prevented by keeping copper water pipes clean to decrease
the amount of copper exposure. The World Health Organization is used all over
the world for people to see information about anything health related. This
organization was founded in 1948 and is constantly updated for everyone to get
the most recent information.

References/ Links
-

Annotated Bibliography document
My article
The World Health Organization website

Date:

10/5/21

Topic:

Work Day

Summary of Research
Today I looked through to make sure I was all caught up with all of the work I
had done so far for Science Fair. After I made sure I was all caught up I went
to the library. At the library I read some pages in the book, Chemistry
Science Fair Projects Using Inorganic Stuff, Revised and Expanded Using the
Scientific Method by Robert Gardner. In this book I read some tips for Science
Fair and two experiments. One was about testing rust from iron and the other
was about the density in pennies.

References/ Links
-

Chemistry Science Fair Projects Using Inorganic Stuff, Revised and
Expanded Using the Scientific Method

Date:

10/6/21

Topic:

Speedy Share

Summary of Research
One other project that I heard about during Speedy Share was about seeing how
many lightbulbs micro fuel cells can power. She is going to test how she can
improve them and make them stronger than they already are. I liked that I
didn’t know anything about micro fuel cells before listening to this project.
A piece of advice that I gave to them was that they should clarify some words
that they are using, to help others understand what they are talking about. I
piece of advice that I received that I am going to use to improve my project
is adding why it is dangerous for people to consume copper.

References/ Links
-

My Initial Project Idea with Speedy Share notes

Date:

10/7/21

Topic:

Revisions based on Speedy Share

Summary of Research
I started making revisions to my Initial Project Idea document based
on the feedback that I received yesterday. Then, I talked to Mr.
Neuhausel about my project so that I can improve it. During my
meeting I learned that pennies are not copper anymore, which changed
my project idea to copper pipes instead of pennies. After, I
continued making revisions to my Initial Project Idea document
improving it based on my meeting. So my new independent variable is
the copper pipes and my dependant variable is the pH levels from the
pipes.

References/ Links
-

My revised Initial Project Idea with my notes from my meeting and
from Speedy Share

Date:

10/12/21, 10/13/21,
and 10/14/21

Topic:

Mini-Proposal

Summary of Research
I started and finished my Mini-Proposal. I finished parts one and two
on Tuesday, finished part three on Wednesday, and finished the rest
of the document on Thursday. I filled out the proposal using my
Science Fair Journal, my Initial Project Idea, and Science Buddies. I
also used Scribbler for my sources, so that they could be in APA
formatting. Then, I had a friend look it over and make suggestions.
After, I edited based on her suggestions.

References/ Links
-

Mini-Proposal
Initial Project Idea
Science Buddies, “From Dull to Dazzling: Using Pennies to Test
How pH Affects Copper Corrosion”
Scribbler
Copper poison for Mini-Proposal

Date:

10/28/21

Topic:

New Science Fair project

Summary of Research
Today I met with Dr. LaBanca about my original Science Fair project. In this
meeting we discussed, how pH levels don’t have to do with oxide levels, and
that my project wasn’t very practical. After talking about alternatives and
similar projects that I could possibly do, we landed on the project of seeing
how different environments with water would affect iron nails. So I am
changing my project to How the environment effects iron nails.

References/ Links
-

Meeting with Dr. LaBanca

Date:

11/4/21 and 11/5/21

Topic:

Materials and Procedure
And Speedy Share

Summary of Research
On Friday, 10/29/21, I started to write my material and procedure list for my
new project, which is How Does the Environment Affect the Corrosion on Iron
Nails? On Monday, 11/1/21, I completed the Materials and Procedure list,
including a diagram of my set-up for my experiments. Then yesterday, 11/3/21,
I shared my Materials and Procedure with peers and they helped my revise and
edit my procedure to make it better. Finally, today I continued to share my
Procedure and I further revised it, based on the help of my peers.

References/ Links
-

My Materials and Procedure document

Date:

11/5/21-11/7/21

Topic:

Formal Science Fair Proposal

Summary of Research
On 11/5/21 I started to fill out my Science Fair Proposal. I completed Parts
1, 2, and 3 and started on part 4. I used some previous documents and my
initial science fair proposal to help me fill out this document. On 11/6/21 I
continued to work on my Science Fair Proposal and finished parts 4, 5, and 6.
Finally, on 11/7/21 I finished the entire document, so parts 7 and 8 and
turned in the document so that my project can be approved.

References/ Links
-

Formal Science Fair Proposal

Date:

11/12/21 - 11/15/21

Topic:

Data Tables

Summary of Research
On 11/12/21 we learned how to make data tables on paper. We used a model
situation while learning and were able to think about how we wanted to plan
out ours. Then, on 11/15/21 we made our data tables according to our project
on graph paper.

References/ Links

ResearchResearch
& RESOURCES
This section is meant to document the progress on your research for your chosen
topic. Use a separate slide for each resource.
You should start this after your proposal has been approved

Date:

11/15/21-11/17/21

Topic:

Parts 1 & 2 Graphic
Organizers

Summary of Research
From 11/15/21-11/17/21 we completed Parts 1 & 2 Graphic Organizers for
our Research Paper. Part One included the title and the introduction. The
introduction included the purpose, problem, hypothesis in the first
paragraph, the importance for the second paragraph, and background
information for the third and fourth paragraphs. The background
information required finding multiple sources to create a better
understanding of my project. Part Two included the variables, materials,
and procedure. The variables in the graphic organizer included, the
independent, dependant, control group, and the constants.

Reference:
Part One https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R5e3e4H61b7lCPIanlBRvLlnrc-BTyc7Lzq0_m6Jld8/edit

Part Two https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nmDuhxVFO-2NXGegJzYFnJvPSazeK01XYuwRx7APlmc/edit

Date:

11/18/21-11/19/21

Topic:

Data Tables/Graphing in
Google Sheets

Summary of Research
On 11/18/21 we started the creating a data table in Google Sheets using
formulas. The data that we used was from when we learned to make data
tables on paper. On 11/19/21 we turned the data table into a graph in
Google Sheets. Then we were able to experiment on the graph with color,
fonts, and how the data was displayed.

Visuals

Date:

12/1/21-12/2/21

Topic:

Peer Review of Part 1 & 2

Summary of Research
During 12/1/21-12/2/21 I had Parts 1 & 2 of my graphic
organizer reviewed. I had three people review my part 1
and two people review my part 2. They all gave me very
good feedback and I was able to make changes on my
documents.

Date:

12/21/21-12/23/21

Topic:

Science Fair Poster/Slideshow

Summary of Research
On 12/21/21-12/21/21 I began to fill in my Science Fair
Poster. During this time I was able to complete the first 7
slides. This included the title, testable question,
purpose, hypothesis, background information, all of the
variables, materials, and the procedure.

Reference:
Link to Poster https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/184s-L1SGwahG3K7hjSFSf
jDhZhyoWU7MPXl9_mv8DqM/edit#slide=id.g1097d80410a_0_0

Experimental DESIGN &
Testing
This section is meant to document the design and testing for your chosen topic.
You should fill this in as you work on your experiment.
Use the following slides as templates. Create additional slides if needed.

Date:

12/27/21

Topic:

Trial 1, Day 0 of experiment

Materials
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Notebook with pencil or phone to record data
Notebook with pencil or phone to record data
Weight Scale
Camera (IPhone 12)
Four, 45 ounce bins with lids
8 steel nipples
80 ounces of water
5 cups of asphalt
300 grams of snow salt
200 grams of potting soil
300 grams of all-purpose sand
300 grams of beach sand
1 or 2 paper towels, paper plate, or napkin
Measuring tools, ½ cup and 1 cup

Date:

11/5/21

Topic:

Initial Procedure

Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Measure the weight of all the nipples and calculate the average of the nipples
and record it in your notebook
Set up all five bins by removing lid, separating them, labeling them 1, 2, 3,
4, and 5, and set them out on a table
Pour 1 kilogram of asphalt into each bin
Compress the asphalt in each bin by pushing down on it with your hand all
around, the asphalt should be slightly packed
Pour 0.5 kilograms of snow salt into one bin
Fill the bin with 16 ounces of water
Repeat step 5 with the potting soil, all-purpose sand, and beach sand
Fill the other bins with 16 ounces of water
Ask for help with dropping two nipples into each bin, then start the timer for
10 hours
Wait until the timer goes off. While waiting take a paper towel and write the
numbers 1a, 1b, 2a, etc. until you reach 5b
When the timer goes off, ask for help and take all of the nipples out at the
same time and place them on the paper towel on each space, corresponding with
the bin labels
Measure the weight of each nipples and record it in a notebook, keeping record
of which nipple came from each bin, with the labels 1a, 1b, etc. in your
notebook
Subtract the original weight of each nipple from the new weight of the nipple
to find out how much heavier it is

Date:

12/27/21

Topic:

Trial 1, Day 0 of experiment

Changes to procedures
1.

Measure the weight of all the nipples and calculate the average of the nipples and
record it in your notebook
2.
Set up all four bins by removing lid, separating them, labeling them 1, 2, 3, and 4,
and set them out on a table
3.
Label all of the nipples 1,2,3,etc. Until the last one which should be labeled 8
4.
Pour 1 kilogram of asphalt into each bin
5.
Compress the asphalt in each bin by pushing down on it with your hand all around, the
asphalt should be slightly packed
6.
Pour 0.3 kilograms of snow salt into one bin
7.
Fill the bin with 16 ounces of water
8.
Repeat step 5 with the all-purpose sand and beach sand but put 0.2 kilograms of
potting soil into one of the bins
9.
Fill the other bins with 16 ounces of water
10.
Ask for help with dropping two nipples into each bin, then record the starting time
you dropped the nipples in
11.
While waiting take a paper towel and write the numbers 1,2,3, and four for the bins
12.
When the timer goes off, ask for help and take all of the nipples out at the same time
and place them on the paper towel on each space, and let them dry for an hour
13.
Dry off each of the nipples for any environmental materials on them, some you may need
to remove materials from the middle
14.
Measure the weight of each nipples and record it in a notebook, keeping record of
which nipples came from each bin, with the labels 1,2,3,etc. in your notebook
15.
Subtract the original weight of each nipples from the new weight of the nipples to
find out the change
16.
If you want to collect more data, put the nipples back in and repeat steps 10-15

Data & Data Analysis
This section is the place to document the data you collect . You should fill this in as
you collect data from your experiment.
Use the following slide as a template. Create additional slides as needed.

Date:

Topic:

12/27/21

Trial 1, Day 0 of experiment

Data Collection and Analysis (Trials)
1(Snow Salt) - 45 grams
2(Snow Salt) -

44.8 grams

3(All-Purpose Sand) - 45.9 grams
4(All-Purpose Sand) - 45.8 grams
5(Beach Sand) - 46.2 grams
6(Beach Sand) - 46 grams
7(Potting Soil) - 44.8 grams
8(Potting Soil) - 45.2 grams
Total Average - 45.4625 grams

Soon after the water was poured in, the snow salt started to
melt and the potting soil absorbed most of the waster.

Date:

1/4/22

Topic:

Trial 2, 8 days after the start of
experiment

Data Collection and Analysis (Trials)
1(Snow Salt) - 45.1 grams
2(Snow Salt) - 44.9 grams
3(All-Purpose Sand) - 46 grams
4(All-Purpose Sand) - 46 grams
5(Beach Sand) - 46.3 grams
6(Beach Sand) - 46.4 grams
7(Potting Soil) - 45.6 grams
8(Potting Soil) - 47.4 grams
Total Average - 45.9625 grams

Some material was still on the inside of the nipples, causing an
increase in the weight for 3-8. All of them seem to have rust
except for 7 and 8 and they all had a lot of water on them even
after drying them.

Date:

Topic:

1/15/22

Trial 3, 19 days after the start of
the experiment

Data Collection and Analysis (Trials)
1(Snow Salt) - 45.1 grams
2(Snow Salt) -

44.8 grams

3(All-Purpose Sand) - 46.1 grams
4(All-Purpose Sand) - 45.9 grams
5(Beach Sand) - 46.2 grams
6(Beach Sand) - 46.4 grams
7(Potting Soil) - 45.7 grams
8(Potting Soil) -46.5

grams

Total Average - 45.8375 grams

Even after cleaning it there was still a lot of rust especially from
beach sand and all-purpose sand and there was a lot of access material in
the middle of the nipples from the beach sand, all-purpose sand, and
potting soil. Color of the rust started to become dull.

Date:

1/23/22

Topic:

Trial 4, 27 days after start of the
experiment

Data Collection and Analysis (Trials)
1(Snow Salt) - 45 grams
2(Snow Salt) - 44.9 grams
3(All-Purpose Sand) - 46.1 grams
4(All-Purpose Sand) - 45.8 grams
5(Beach Sand) - 46.3 grams
6(Beach Sand) - 46.2 grams
7(Potting Soil) - 45.4 grams
8(Potting Soil) - 46.5 grams
Total Average - 45.775 grams

There was not as much material inside of the nipplels as there was
in pervious trials. 5 and 6 had a sparkle to them. The color of the
rust continued to get more dull.

Date:

Topic:

1/23/22

Data Table

Table
The Effects of Environmental Materials on the Corrosion of Steel Nipples
Steel Nipple and
Environmental
Material

Weight in Grams
Trial 1
Days: 0

Trial 2
Days: 8

Trial 3
Days: 19

Trial 4
Days:

Nipple 1
Snow Salt

45

45.1

45.1

45

Nipple 2
Snow Salt

44.8

44.9

44.8

44.9

Nipple 3
All Purpose Sand

45.9

46

46.1

46.1

Nipple 4
All Purpose Sand

45.8

46

45.9

45.8

Nipple 5
Beach Sand

46.2

46.3

46.2

46.3

Nipple 6
Beach Sand

46

46.4

46.4

46.2

Nipple 7
Potting Soil

44.8

45.6

45.7

45.4

Nipple 8
Potting Soil

45.2

47.4

46.5

46.5

Total Average

45.4625

45.9625

45.8375

45.775

Date:

1/23/22

Graph

Topic:

Completed graph

Discussion
and
Conclusion
This section is the place to document further notes about your project &
conclusions
Use the following slide as a template

Date:

1/27/22

Topic:

Conclusion

Notes about your project and conclusions
If the environmental materials have more oxygen, then the steel nipples will have
more corrosion. Since the environmental materials have different properties, they
should affect how much the steel nipples corrode. Snow salt is magnesium chloride,
which doesn’t have any oxygen in it, and for that reason the first nipple had no
change in its weight and the second nipple had a 0.1 grams change. All purpose sand
and beach sand has a chemical formula of SiO2, which shows that both sands have
oxygen in them. This explains why the third nipple had a 0.2 grams change and why
the fifth and sixth nipples increased by 0.1 grams and 0.2 grams. Since soil is 25%
air, the nipples that were in those bins increased by 0.6 grams and 1.3 grams, which
shows that the weight of the nipples did increase even if some of the weight added
was due to excess soil stuck to the nipples.
Since the chemical formula for steel to rust is Fe₂O₃.nH₂O, which has oxygen, how
much oxygen the environmental materials have affects how much the steel is going to
rust. In addition to oxygen, steel also needs water, which was present in the bins
throughout the experiment. The weight in the nipples increased because there were
more oxygen molecules from the environmental materials present because that is what
happens to steel before it starts to corrode. Since all purpose sand, beach sand,
and potting soil all have oxygen in them, the nipples that were in those bins
experienced the most change. The nipples in the snow salt always had very little
change in the weight because snow salt doesn’t have any oxygen in it, but still had
the change since some oxygen was present in the bins.

Date:

1/27/22

Topic:

Application

Notes about your project and conclusions
My project relates to real world problems because it shows
how environmental materials affect the corrosion of steel
nipples. These environmental materials are used and found
outside, which can come into contact with someone’s car
constantly. If the beach sand, snow salt, and all-purpose
sand come into contact with the steel in the car, while the
car is wet, the steel will rust. This means that eventually,
the steel could corrode. While most steel in cars now has
protection against rusting, there are many other outdoor
items that have steel which could rust including steel
fences, signposts, and mailbox posts, all of which could
eventually corrode if they come into contact with the
environmental materials included in this experiment.

Date:

1/27/22

Topic:

Recommendations

Notes about your project and conclusions
If I were to redo this project, I would use larger bins so that
the measurements of the snow salt, potting soil, beach sand, and
all-purpose sand would be all the same. Since the bins weren’t
that large, I could only add 200 grams of potting soil to bin
#2, while the other bins held 300 grams of each of the other
environmental materials. If I were to extend this project, I
would use more environmental materials and/or use a variety of
metals used in cars instead of just steel. A mistake that I made
during the second trial was that I didn’t clean out all of the
extra material around the inside of the nipple. While I did
remove most of it, some material remained on the inside of the
nipple, which I fixed by removing all of it for the other
trials.

References
Annotated Bibliography
This section is the place to cite the sources that you used during your research
and experiment.
Do not fill in this section until you have learned how to properly cite sources.
Use the following slide as a template. Create additional slides as needed.
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This source explains what happens to low-carbon steel buildings during the
process of corrosion as it is affected by sodium chloride. This source also explains
how common environmental materials surrounding the steel can affect the metal,
especially when combined with high levels of sodium chloride. Lastly, this project
shows how my project could be expanded. This source is trustworthy because it is an
academic science journal that reports scientific research.

Bibliography
General Data Protection Regulation(GDPR) Guidelines BYJU’S. (2021, March 22).
BYJU’S. https://byjus.com/chemistry/rusting-iron-prevention/
This source explains what rust is, how it happens, and how to prevent it. In
addition, this source also shows the chemistry behind the rusting of iron. It explains
that certain materials would make iron, which is in steel, rust easier and why rust is
undesirable. This connects to my project because I am seeing if there are seasonal
materials that will make steel rust faster, to eventually corrode, and why we don't
want this to happen. This source is trustworthy because it is a Harvard Business
School case study, received investment from the Chan-Zuckerberg Initiative, and
focuses on helping students and teachers.
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IQ, A. (2017, February 8). Corrosion Protection for Car Parts and Safety. Automotive IQ.
Retrieved January 11, 2022, from
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nd-safety
This source explains how corrosion has become an issue for companies because it has caused
them to recall products. It also explains the problems that corrosion causes, how it forms and
includes some solutions. For example, it states how water and salt cause metal to corrode, which
is a big problem for the auto industry. This article helps me with my project because it explains
how corrosion is a problem for cars and auto parts, which is something that I am trying to show
in my project. This source is credible because the people publishing articles on this site are
experts in this field. Also, this site is trusted by many other credible sources.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/19b3n0q_tUnH_FDtrfgA7xqSoRkV9RoAw/view?usp=s
haring
During my meeting with Dr. LaBanca, we talked about what I wanted to do with
science fair and what I was interested in. After talking about my original project, I
learned that that wouldn’t work, so we started talking about a new project that I could
do. We landed on a project about testing the corrosion that iron nails produce in certain
environments. This is important because it is how I found the project that I am doing for
science fair. Dr. LaBanca is a credible source because he has worked with kids for
Science Fair for many years and took a chemistry class.

Bibliography
What is Pitting Corrosion? (2019, May 26). D&D Coatings.
https://www.ddcoatings.co.uk/2276/what-is-pitting-corrosion
This source explains what pitting corrosion is and how it happens. In addition,
this source also explains different places where pitting corrosion could take place and
what happens to the metal as pitting corrosion happens. Furthermore, this source
includes many helpful diagrams for the different types of pitting corrosion. This
source connects to my project because it gives an in-depth explanation of what
corrosion is, which is something I need to understand for my project. This source is
credible because D&D Coatings is an "Industrial and Decorative Painting Specialists"
and their entire team for all of their services are very experienced.
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“Why Do We Put Salt on Icy Sidewalks in the Winter?” Scientific American, 26
Dec. 2005, www.scientificamerican.com/article/why-do-we-put-salt-on-icy/#.

This source explains what snow salt is and how it works. It also explains
why it is useful and how different temperatures affect it. This source connects to
my project because snow salt was one of the environmental materials that I used
so this provided me with a better understanding of what snow salt was. Finally,
this source is credible because Scientific American is an academic science
journal, which has been publishing scientific articles since 1845.

